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Journal Overview 

The British Journal of Professional Regulatory Law (BJPRL) is an open access journal 

focussing on the regulation of the various professions. 

The BJPRL is actively designed to bridge the gap between academia and the professions, being 

led by a joint team of academics, practising regulatory lawyers, and regulated professionals 

from cross-sectors. We accept articles surrounding any matter related to Professional 

Regulation, including professional discipline, from any industry. 

We are professionally informed and actively encourage submissions from members of the 

professions at all levels, as well as from regulatory lawyers and academics, be they early-career, 

or established. 

 

The Call 

The Editorial Board of the Journal seeks submissions for papers in any subject related to 

professional regulation, from any industry, including but not in any way limited to; 

Healthcare, Veterinary Practice, Accountancy, Police Conduct, Legal Services and others. The 

Journal expects submissions to fall into one of the below categories: 

• Short Form Articles: 2,000 - 5,000 words 

• Long form Articles: 5,000 - 10,000 words 

• Case Notes: No longer than 1,500 words 

• Book Reviews: No longer than 1,000 words 

• Practice Note: No longer than 1,000 words 

• Insight Article (Regulation in Day-to-Day practice): No longer than 750 words 
 

Timeline 

The Journal accepts submissions on a rolling basis, the current hope is to publish this 

inaugural issue of the Journal by late Spring. Academic colleagues should note that due to the 

nature of the Journal, and the likely interest from the professions, we anticipate timelines 

moving much faster than might otherwise be the case, all interested parties are therefore 

encouraged to submit sooner rather than later. 

 

Submission Processes 

Please see the How to Submit section of the Journal’s Website. The Journal is committed to 

empowering those who choose to submit, as such we make a commitment to giving reasons 

for our decisions, and where appropriate, offering mentorship support to assist those wishing 

to publish with us. 
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